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EXPRESSION OF THANKS TO THE RETIRING PRESIDENT 

T& PRESIDENT: As this is the first public nreetirg of the Security 

Council for the month of March, I should like to take this opportunity to pay 

tribute, on behalf of the Council, to His Excellency 

Mr. Simbarashe Simbaneduku Mumbengegwi, Permanent Representative of Zimbabwe to the 

United Nations, for his service as President of the Security *:ouncil for the month 

of February 1991. I am sure 

expressing deep appreciation 

skill and unfailing courtesy 

month. 

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

The aaenda was adopt: e . d 

I speak for all members of the Security Council in 

to Ambassador 

with which he 

Mumbengegwi for the great diplomatic 

conducted the Council's business last 

THE SITUATION BETWEEN IRAQ AND KUWAIT 

PRESIDENT: I should like to inform the Council that I have received 

letters from the representatives of Iraq and Kuwait in which they request to be 

invited to participate in the discussion of the item on the Council's agenda. In 

conformity with the usual practice, I propose, with the consent of the Council, to 

invite those representatives to participate in the discussion without the right to 

vote, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter and rule 37 of the 

Council's provisional rules of procedure. 

There being no objection, it is so decided. 

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Al-Anbari (Iraa) and Mr. Abulhasan 

IKuwait) took places at the Council table. 

The PRESIDENT1 The Security Council will now begin its consideration of 

the item on its agenda. Members of the Council have before them document S/22298, 
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which contains the text of a draft resolution submitted by the United States of 

America. Belgium, France, Romania, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Zaire have joined as 

sponsors of the draft resolution in document S/22298. Members of the Council have 

before them in documents S/22300 to 8122317: amendments submitted by Cuba to the 

draft resolution contained in document 13122298. 

Mr. (United States of America): First, I want to congratulate 

you, Mr. President, on the new ruling you have introduced, dispensing with 

congratulations to the President and promising to thank the former President on 

behalf of the Council. 

It is my pleasure on behalf of the sponsors to present a number of oral 

revisions to the draft resolution which I understand are generally agreeable to 

members of the Council. 

In operative paragraph 2 (b), first line, after the word "liability", we have 

decided to add the words "under international law". The paragraph would then 

read: "Accept in principle its liability under international law for any lossrO 

and so forth. 
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(Mr.9. United Stati) 

The second revision is in operative paragraph 3 (a). second line: to delete 

the words "and other parties". 

The third revision is in operative paragraph 3 (d), at the end of the 

paragraph: to delete the word "Gulf", substituting for it the words "adjacent 

waters". 

The fourth revision, in operative paragraph 5, second line, following the 

words "to commence", is to add the word "immediately". It would then read: 

II . . . to provide access and to commence immediately the release of Iraqi prisoners 

of war" and so forth. 

The: I thank the representative of the United States for his 

kind words addressed to me. 

Mt. de m (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): I should 

like to congratulate you, Sir, on your assumption of the presidency of the 

Council. In accordance with your ovn wishes, I shall not enpatiate further. At 

the same time, my delegation would like to say that we fully associate ourselves 

with the expressions of gratitude conveyed to your predecessor this morning. Those 

expressions were so eloquent and specific that I could not hope to equal them. 

My delegation would like to submit to the Council a series of proposed 

amendments (6122300 to 6122317) to the draft resolution submitted by the United 

States of America. 

I should simply like to say that the amendments are self-explanatory. They 

seek to ensure that the Council is able to establish a cease-fire and that it will 

fully assume its responsibility for the way in which that cease-fire is implemented 

r-A l nr tkr ntho, rt1.n. trr )u l Pbmm tn rnrt*rr lastrrmrtl.wnrl MILI rr.4 onr..rl t . . le -- -e- m-s --**-- ---cm -- -w --.-v- me ----w-v -----I------- =-w-w ..I_ “w....--w, a.. 

the region. Other amendments aim simply at adjusting the language of the draft 

resolution submitted to ua in order to ensure that it at least regains a sense of 

balance and moderation, which at this point a text of this nature should contain. 
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The: I thank the representative of Cuba for his kind words 

addressed to me. 

It is my understanding that the Council is ready to proceed to the vote on the 

draft resolution contained in document S/22298, aa orally revised by the Lrnited 

States on behalf of the sponsors, and the proposed amendments contained in 

documents S/22300 to 8122317. Unless I hear any objection, I shall take it that 

that is the case. 

There beinq no objection, it is 80 decided. 

Members of the Council have before them amendments submitted by Cuba in 

documents S/22300 to 6122317. Rule 3G of the Council's provisional rules of 

procedure states the following: 

*If two or more amendments to a motion or draft resolution tre proposed, 

the President shall rule on the order in which they are to be voted upon. 

Ordinarily, the Security Council shall first vote on the amendment furthest 

removed in substance from the original proposal and then on the amendment next 

furthest removed until all amendment8 have been put to the vote, but when an 

aansndment adds to or deletes from the text of a motion or draft resolution, 

that amendment shall be voted on first.” 

Accordingly, I intend to put the amendments to the vote in the following 

ordera S/22300, 8122301, 8122302, Si22304, S/22310. 5122312, 5122312, S/22317, 

S/22305. S/22315, S/22306, S/22307, S/22308, S/22309. S/22314, S/22313, S/22303 and 

8122316. 

I shall first call on those members of the Council who wish to make statements 

before the voting oa the amendments. 



Mr. (United States of America): In the opinion of the sponsors 

of the draft resolution contained in document S/22298, the profusion of amendments 

submitted by the delegation of Cuba is not helpful. Both the number and the form 

of the amendments lead us to believe that the text is not improved by them. Since 

we regard the text in its current form as effective, balanced and appropriate, it 

is our intention not to support these amendments. 
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The: I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in 

document S/22300. 

A vote was fakenw of hands . 

In: Cuba, Yemen 

-: Austria 

Bbstalniaa: Belgium, China, C&e d*Ivoire, Ecuador, Fr -', India, Romania, 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Zaire, 

Zimbabwe 

The8 The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, 1 against and 12 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22301. 

A vote was Q.&R bv show of hands. 

Inz Cuba 

Aaeinst: None 

Abstaininqr Austria, Belgium, China, Cdte d'Ivoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Yemen, Zaire, Zimbabwe 

Zhe: The result of the voting is as follows: 1 vote in 

favour, none against and 14 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 
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I: shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document 5122302. 

b vote was taken bv show of harlha . 

rnfavoutt Cuba, Yemen 

Aaainst: None 

Abstafnincrr Austria, Belgium, China, Gate d*Ivoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 

The: The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22304. 

j!~ vote tsaa bv show of hana. 

In: Cuba 

Aaainat: None 

mt Austria, Belgium, China, C6te d'lvoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Uoio~ of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Yemen, Zaire, Zimbabwe 

~PRES~DENT~ The result of the voting is as follows: 1 vote in 

favour, none against and 14 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopte8, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document 8122310. 

b vote utuUaka bv show of IACUU&I . 

In: Austria, Cuba, Ecuador, India, Ye-en, Zimbabwe 

Acrainst: #one 
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mr Belgium, China, C&e d'ivoire, France, Romania, 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Zaire 

~PRES~DENT~ The result of the voting is as follows: 6 votes in 

favour, none against and 9 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22311. 

II vote was takenbv . 

In: Cuba, Yemen 

aaainstt None 

Absteinincr: Austria, Belgium, China, Cdte d'fvoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Unite& Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 

flret The result of the voting is as follows8 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22312. 

. 

In: China, Cuba, Yemen 

Arrainett None 

&&&&gt Austria, Belgium, Gate d'Ivoire, Ecuador, France, India, Romania, 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Zaire, 

Zimbabwe 
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The result of the voting is as follows: 3 votes in 

12 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document 6122317. 

. 

In: Cuba, Yemen 

-1 None 

&2&&&g: Austria, Belgium, China, C6te d'Ivoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 

~PRE~IDENTI The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22305. 

. 

Infavourl Cuba, Yemen 

-1 None 

mr Austria, Belgium, China, Cdte B'Ivoire, Ecuador, Prance, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 

sf The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 
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I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22315, 

te was&&&n bv show of handa. 

Zefavourr Cuba, Yemen 

AaeinEIt: None 

mr Austria, Belgium, China, Gate d'lvoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 

~PREGIDENTI The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. ' 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22306. 

A vote was taken bv show of hands. 

In_favour: Cuba, Yemen 

Anainstt None 

mt Austria, Belgium, China, Cdte d'Ivoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, unitea Zingaom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 

~PEIEG~DENT~ The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

Mr. AL-ASN!XAL (Yemen): I wonder if wb need to vote on the amendment 

contained in document S/LLJol, - .____- as its language is dependent upon that of the 

amendment contained in document 5122306. I think the representative of Cuba might 

wish to withdraw the amendment in document S/22307, since the amendment that would 

have called for a cease-fire has not been adopted. 
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-ALARCON de QUeSADA (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish)8 I am not 

withdrawing it, but since it is connected with the amendment just rejected, the 

suggestion made by the representative of Yemen that the Council not vote on it 

ueems logical. 

sir (United Ringdom): May I take it that the representative 

of Cuba is withdrawing the draft resolution he has put forward for tomorrow, which 

contains the same phrase? 

m PRESmr I shall now put to the vote the amendment cOntained in 

document S/22308. 

A vote was m bv show of handa. 

In: Cuba, gemen 

-: None 

mr Austria, Belgium, China, Cke d'Ivoire, Rcuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of Auarica, 

mire, Zimbabwe 

The: The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the reguited number of votea. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document 8122309. 

A vote oras.teken . 

In: Cuba, Yemen 

Aaaisat: None 

-8 Austria, Belgium, China, Cdte d'lvoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republico, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 
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ThePaESfDENTt The result of the voting is as follows: 2 votes in 

favour, none against and 13 abstentiona. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22314. 

vo 8 was a en Y 6 ow 0 f hands. 

In: Cuba, Ecuador, India, Yemen, Zimbabwe 

Aaraiasrtt None 

mr Austria, Belgium, Chioa, C&e d'Ivoire, France, Romania, Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, United States of America, Zaire 

~PRE~~DENT~ The result of the voting is as follows: 5 votes in 

favour, none against and 10 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22313. 

b vote wtakan of ha&. 

In: Cuba, Yemen 

Aaainstr None 

&&&l&&~t Austria. Belgium, China, C6te d'lvoire, Ecuador, France, India, 

Romania, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, 

Zaire, Zimbabwe 
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I shall now nut to the vote the amendment contained in document 5122303. 

In: Cuba, Ecuador, India, Yemen 

).rialnstr None 

&&&&&I: Austria, Belgium, China, Cdte d*Ivoire, France, Romania, Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, United States of America, Zaire, Zimbabwe 

m-1 The result of the voting is as follow5l 4 vote5 in 

favour, none against and 11 abstentions. The amendment has not been adopted, it 

having failed to obtain the required number of votes. 

I shall now put to the vote the amendment contained in document S/22316. 

A vote was takgn bv show of hand@. 

In: Cuba, Ecuador, India, Yemen, Zimbabwe 

Bcrains_t: None 

Bbstainincr: Austria, Belgi*um, China, C6te d'lvoire, France, Romania, Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics, United Ringdom of Great Britain and 

Nortbern Ireland, United States of America, Zaire 

The: he result of the voting ie as follows: 5 vOtea in 

favour, none against and 10 abstentions. The amendment has I 

having failed to obtain the reguired number of vote8. 

Before putting the draft resolution contained in document S/22298, a8 orally 

revised, to the vote, I shall call on those members of the Council who wish to make 

statements before the voting. 
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&. AL-m (Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): Customs and 

traditions die hard. and I am sure that, even though we wish to sava time, members 

will be unable to discontinue the CU8toltl of extending greetings and congratulations 

to the President. I cannot fail, Sir, to convey to you my delegation's 

congratulations on your assumption of the presidency of the Council for this month, 

and to express our confidence in your ability, your expertise and your well known 

diplomatic skill. 
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Mr. Al--Yemen1 

I cannot fail also to express our deep appreciation to your predecessor, the 

knbaesador of Zimbabwe, and to praise him for his aeUen, wisdom and ability. 

The Council meets today, fortunately after the suspension of hostilities 

during the Gulf war. It is meeting after Kuwait restored its sovereignty and 

independence and resolution 660 (1990) has been observed. There is no doubt that 

this is a new, clean chapter Pn the history of the Council which, throughout its 

resolutions and decisions, has been able to carry out resolution 660 (1990). Since 

the first day, the delegation of Yemen has called for upholding the basic 

principles that reject occupation and for the withdrawal of troops and the 

affirmation of independence and sovereignty of all countries, including the State 

of Ruuait. 

Today we meet after Iraq has connnitted itself to accepting all the Security 

Council resolutions, and ve hope that all countries will follow suit, especially 

those that are located in crisis areas of the world, especially in the Middle 

East - to be frank, Israel. 

We begin a nev phase in the history of this crisis: it is the beginning of 

the end of the crisis vhich has preoccupied the world for seven months and led to 

such devastation, claiming the lives of ten8 of thousands - military and civilian, 

Iraqi and American, Arab and non-Arab. 

The draft resolution nov before us represents a first step towards ensuring a 

quick and decisive end to acts of aggreasion. Timrefore, we 888 in it some 

positive aspects that cannot be overlooked. Pirst, with regard to humanitarian 

aspects, concern is expressed for providing care for the prisoners of war on all 

SidehI. btaturelly, the Council must seek measures to set them free. IB this 

regard, I refer to paragraphs 2 (c) and 3 (c) and paragraph 5. We hope that all 

prisoners of war and also the detainees will soon be able to enjoy their freedom 

and return to their families as soon as possible. 
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(MC. Al--Yemen) 

There ore also paragrapha dealing with military matters, and we think they 

might be of help in easing the crisis and facilitating a start in establishing 

peace in the region. In tbia regard, I refer to paragraph 3 (b), relating to the 

meeting of military commanders tomorrow, and to paragraph 3 (d), which refers to 

the removal of mines, thus securing the region for the next steps. 

There is also a political aspect, in paragraph 2 (a), pertaining to the 

rescinding of the actions purporting to annex Kuwait, in keeping with Security 

Council resolution 662 (1990). 

In our view, those positive aspects can contribute to the beginning of a 

final, peaceful diplomatic solution to this crisis. 

On the other hand, we note that the draft resolution is deficient in many 

respects. It could have tackled other aspects of the crisis, thus expediting a 

solution to other crisis aituationa. Among the many deficiencies - which are 

indeed important - is the fact that the draft reaolutioa does not call for a 

cease-fire. As we know, there is a suspension of hostilities at the present time 

but there is no official cease-fire. We had hoped that the draft resolution would 

call for a cease-fire, especially since there are some arrangements relating to the 

release of prieoneta of war and the removal of mines. Such measures usually 

accompany a cease-fire. It is strange that the draft resolution does not mention a 

cease-fire, and this shows the extent of the strictness at this early phase of the 

last chapter of thio crisis. 

Secondly, the draft resolution does not mention the end of the embargo against 

Iraq, particularly aa regards food, Thia is very cruel. 

When the Council adopted reeolution 661 (1990) and imposed a stringent embargo 

regime against Iraq and then occupied Kuwait, it was because it was believed that 

the sanctions would lead to Iraq’s withdrawal and implementation of resolution 
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660 (1990). There has already been war and Iraqi installations have been severely 

&uuaged, especially civilian installations such as those for electricity and water 

and those pertaining to the economic infrastructure that concern the life of 

civilians; and tens of thousands have been killed, not to mention the other 

casualties. 
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After all this, the people of Iraq, including civilians and military 

personnel, are enduring enormous sufferings. That is why we find it strange that 

the draft resolution does not include a reference to the end of the embargo on 

food. This is a very cruel feature, which cannot be justified on political 

grounds. ft has nothing to do with the regime or with military institutionsr it 

relates strictly to civilians. We listened with admiration to the statement of 

President Bush in which he expressed the great concern of the United States in 

regard, particularly, to children and the humanitarian and health aspects of such 

situations. We believe the draft resolution should have included a paragraph 

providing for the end of this embargo, to reduce the arrPfering of children and 

other vulnerable groups of society. 

Thirdly, we would have thought that the draft resolution would attribute a 

major role - or even a humble role - to the United Rations or it8 

Secretary-General, particularly at this early phase of the ending of the crisis. 

We had expected the draft resolution to include a reference to the presence of 

UJteQ Nations representatives at the meeting tomorrow , and also to a United 

Nations presence that could at least be ready for the forthcoming phase8 in the 

strengthening of the cease-fire and the maintenance of peace. Unfortunately, 

however, there was clear opposition to such a reference. I am happy that many 

delegations here voted in favour of the Cuban amendments that referred to this 

aspect. 

Fourthly, the draft resolution does not refer in any way to the withdrawal of 

the alliance troops that are now on Iraqi territory. There are a large number of 

such troops and they now dominate a large number of positions. Yet they are not 

referred to at all in this important draft reeolution. Prom the very beginning we 

opposed and rejected the use cf force, and we now oppose the continued presence of 
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foreign troops in Iraq against its wishes and without a decision by the Iraqis. We 

hope that this subject will be dealt with in the first of the draft resolutions to 

be consJCered in the future. We hope, too, that those troops will be withdrawn 

from Iraq as soon as possible. 

Fifthly, paragraph 4 of the draft resolution relates to the continued use of 

force. Although we heard during the informal meeting that such force would be used 

only for specific purposes, we find it strange that there is still talk about the 

use of force now that Iraqi troops have been completely withdrawn from Kuwait and 

the purgosea of resolution 660 (1990) have been implemented. We were told that 

force would be used only for the eecondary reasons indicated in the resolution. 

But how can force be used in connection with a difference about legal questions, or 

if Iraq does not live up to one of the paragraphs of the resolution7 Does this 

mean that force will be used to compel Iraq to implement such a paragraph-? We find 

this absolutely excessive and against the spirit of the i&ted Nations 

resolutions. It serves only the objectives of specific countries. 

Today we are ending a dark chapter in the history of the Arab nation and also 

at the international level. We hope that this will mark the beginning of the 

establishment of e just and stable security system in our region, based on respect, 

justice and balsnce. The Security Council has every right to be proud oi the 

almost literal implementation of its resolution. But the Council should start 

immediately, without any delay, to ensure the implementation of the other 

resolutions relating to other disputes, particularly the Arab-Israeli couflict. If 

it does not do that, it could be concluded that the United Nations has been used in 

one particular case because it hen served the interests of some countries. We 

therefore hope that the Council will continue to work at the same level and at the 

same pace in adopting the resolutions necessary to implement all the other 

reaolutious still before it. 
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An for us in Yemen, we shall immediately proceed to pursue the aims we statird 

at the beginning of the crisis. From the very beginning. we celled for a solution 

of this crisis by peaceful means. We called also for benevolence and 

co-operation. We called for work within the framework of the League of Arab 

States, our regional organisation. We shall continue to 888k the fulfilment Of the 

8amB aims. 

Theg I thank the repreeentative of Yemen for hi8 kind Word8 

addressed to me. 
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m. w  de m (Cuba) (iuterpretation from Spanish): We are now 

involved in the voting process on the draft resolution in document S/22298. But 

24 hours have not elapsed since its first and official presentation to the 

non-permanent members of this body. My rlelegatfon doeo not claim to abide by this 

rule of courtesy, behind which our colleagues frequently shield themselves when 

draft resolutions are involved. I simply wish note tc he taken of this fact. 

The Council has enabled the representatives of the press and public opinion to 

be present here to follow our work directly, which we velcome. 

The point is not that we are voting on this resolution 24 hours after its 

presentations the point is that we could have done so yesterday, had we received 

the text. But that did not happen, and it was the first attempt by those who have 

once again convened the Council as a matter of urgency, again remembering what 

happened last year, and forgetting the calm and modesty that have been evinced on 

other topics - and with regard to this topic from last November up until just a few 

hours ago. 

My delegation must say we reject attempts to deal with the Security Council as 

if it were a prisoner. We do not want always to act in an atmosphere of alarm with 

the discipline and obedience expected of children. II we did not vote on this 

draft resolution last night, as at one time ve were told we would, it was simply 

because some generals vere to meet today. Certainly ve must thank those generals 

and military personnel for having postponed their meeting until tomorrow. Hence, 

just by chance, there has arisen this opportunity to put it to the vote just 

24 hours after its initial appearance. 

Uy delegation vi11 vote against this draft resolution because we deem it to be 

another step along the path towards conduct we consider would constitute a 

violation of the United Rations Charter. This draft resolution is a continuation 
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and derivation of resolution 678 (1990), which will remain in the annals of this 

Organisation as a moment of shame when the Security Council abdicated its 

fundamental obligation. It cannot relinquish that obligation unless we are 

agreeing that the Council commit suicide, It is the Security Council's obligation 

to preserve international peace and security. That is an undeniable obligation 

that cannot be rolfnquished or ignored. Nor can the Council authorize others to 

do so without any monitoring, without authority, without supervision of some kind 

by it. 

I do not wish to state the psychological reasons for this, but the text 

submitted to us thrice reiterates with almost sick emphasis that resolution 

678 (1990) remains in effect and the provisions set forth by the Security Council, 

which relinquish its fundamental obligation, remain in effect. We should not just 

recall the other resolutions in the first preambular paragraph1 we should reaffirm 

them. 

The first operative paragraph says that "all 1.2 resolutions noted above 

continue to have full force and effect". Then, as if the reader had still not 

understood, paragraph 4 states "the provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution 

678 (1990) remain valid". 

In a previous version of the text, the meaning of the language of paragraph 4 

was somewhat lees hidden. Rut in any caee, in our view, the consequences are clear 

enough. Raving ended the illegal Iraqi occupation of the territory of Kuwait, and 

having ensured that it will regain its independence and territorial sovereignty, 

the Security Council must apparently once again relinquish its obligations and 

place them on the shoulders of come States in language that can be used for any 

purpose the generals decide upon. 
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This resoiution does not - as the Security Council is obliged to do - 

establish a cease-fire. Rather, it establishes conditions that are prerequisites 

to ensuring that a cease-fire will take place along with a cessation of hostilities 

in the aone. It does so in a way that may in fact increase tensions and complicate 

a situation that is already quite complex. It gives the United Nations no 

functioos - nor the Security Council, nor the Secretary-General. One must ask 

oneself why it has been brought here. So that the trumpets can be sounded7 So 

that it could be adopted last night? Why, unless it was some kind of strategy 

devised to be used quite far from this Chamber7 It is not a naxve effort to 

reaffirm the responsibility of this Organisation for the maintenance of 

international peace and security. 

l&fewer, some parts of this text appear to be designed to justify the military 

occupation of the territory of Iraq. My delegation rejects this. 

This draft resolution vould support the continuation of military activities 

perpetrated against that country not because the Council decided to do so, or 

monitors or supervises such activities. Neither the Council nor the United Nations 

caa get into the theatre of operations; it is just a question of what the generals 

vi11 decide. It aeems they need the adoption of this text tonight very badly. 

At a time vhen the Council relinquishes its privacy and decides to meet 

publicly, when in many places hopes arise for the cessation of the conflict, it 

vould have been better for the Council to be able to evince magnanimity and a 

loftineee of Spirit in truly moving forvard towards a lasting solution of the 

conflict. Peace can be built neither with a deris ry attitude nor with the 

arrogance of paver, nor indeed with the intoxication that some seem to have 

acquired from the threat or use of force. 
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My delegation regrets that the Council has on more than one occasion in the 

past been manipulated into following a course that, unfortunately, almost 

inevitably has led to military conflict and that it has then been studiously 

ignored and consigned to oblivion when war broke out in all its fury. This has 

made it extremely difficult for us to meet to consider any alternative solution to 

the conflict. Now, once again, we are convened - not to halt hostilities, not to 

lay down true foundations for peace, not to ensure that the United Nations ia in a 

position to play an active and constructive role in settling the problems of the 

region, but, rather, to offer us another example of the desire on the part of some 

to continue to use the Organisation for their own purpo888, thereby displaying 

contempt for this institution zmd humiliating it. 

Hr. mEoWI. (Zimbabwe): Mr. President, the Security Council will be 

taking momentous and difficult decisions during the month of March. Zimbabwe is 

most satisfied to aee you presiding over the affairs of the Council at this 

critical juncture. You are an accomplished and seasoned diplomat who represents an 

important country that has consistently played a constructive role in international 

affairs, and particularly in this body entrusted with the responsibility of 

maintaining international peace and security. We could not, therefore, be in safer 

hands. I wish also to avail myself of this opportunity to express my gratitude to 

you, and to my colleagues around the table who have spoken, for the kind and 

generous words addressed to me. - 

The silencing of guns in the Persian Gulf area is an important and most 

welcome event. Zimbabwe joins the Government and people of Kuwait and the 

peace-loving nations of the world in rejoicing over the liberation of Kuwait and 

the restoration of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of that country. 
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in upholding the rule of law in relatioae among States. Zimbabwe also commends the 

Secretary-General for tbe unrelenting diplomatic work he carried out in au effort 

to avert the outbreak of hostilities, as well as for constantly drawing the 

attention of the international community to the humanitarian situation created by 

the crisi8. 

The Security Council is about to take an action on an important draft 

resolution. Zimbabwe regards this as au important first step in the process of 

normalising the situation in the Persian Gulf and in the Middle East region as a 

whole. The thrust of the draft resolution before us is positive. Zimbabwe 

welcomes any step towards formalisation and towards consolidating what it? at 

present a fragile suspension of hostilities. We would have preferred the Security 

Council to formalias a cease-fire ifmnediately. However, it is our understanding 

that the draft resolution nov before us constitutes a necessary first step tower8s 

such formalisation. 

Zimbabwe welcomes the intention of the States cooperating with the Government 

of Kuwait to bring their military presence in Iraq to an early end, as expressed in 

the last preambular paragraph of the draft resolution before UI. We also welcome 

the proviaione that facilitate the rescission of the annexation of Kuwait. 

The speedy normaliration of the situation in post-war Kuwait and Iraq is set 

out in operative paragraph 3 of the draft resolution. However, it is Zimbabwe's 

hope that a situation will not arise ia which operative paragraph 4 of the draft 

resolution will be invoked to resume military operations in the arua. Also, 

Zimbabwe would have preferred to have representatives of the Secretary-General 

present during the meeting of the military commanders to arrange the military 

aspects of the cessation of hostilities referred to in operative paragraph 3 (b) of 

the draft resolution. 
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This is also an occasion when one cannot avoid thinking of the 

responsibilities of the Council with respect to other political problems of the 

region. Zimbabwe was pleased that in dealing with the situation between Iraq an& 

Kuwait the Security Council acted with speed , resolve and single-mindedness and 

upheld its resolutions and international law. The international community now 

expects the Council consistently to maintain the same standards as it addresses the 

other issues in the Middle East, particularly with regard to the Palestinian and 

other Arab territories occupied by Israel. 

History will have on record - and will, indeed, commend - the Council's 

actfons ia taking four days to impose economic sanctions and five months to take 

military measures against Iraq when it occupied Kuwait. But history will not 

forgive the Council for reneging on its responsibilities in other cases of 

occupation in the ssme region. For more than 23 years now Israel has occupied 

Palestine and other Arab territories in violation of international law and .ln 

defiance of numrous Security Council resolutionat yet the Security Council has 

taken no action against that occupying Power, The credibility and integrit;l, of the 

Council will be greatly damaged and international law undermined if the Cou~il 

continues to be perceive& as inconsistent and as guilty of applying standards. It 

is Zimbabwe's view that now is the time for the Council to rectify this 

unsaceptsble situation. 
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addrelroed to me. 

X shall nov put the draft resolution contained in document S/22298, as orally 

revised. to the vote. 

. 

In: Austria, Belgium, C&e d*Ivoire, Ecuador, France, Romania, Union 

of Soviet Socialist Papublics, United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland, Uaited States of America, Zaire, Zimbabwe 

arreinstl Cuba 

Abatefnincrr China, India, Yemen 

The: The result of the voting is a8 follnwsr 11 votes in 

favour, 1 against end 3 abstentions. The draft resolution has been adopted as 

resolution 686 (1991). 

I shell now call on those members of the Council who wish to make statements 

following the vote. 

m. PfCPeRf#O (United States of America): Resolution 686 (1991). which 

the Council has just adopted, signifies a watershe& in its affairs. We are 

entering a new phase in the effort which began on 2 August last year to repel 

aggression and to restore peace to the Persian Gulf. This resolution turns our 

attention from a war we never wanted, from the tragedy precipitated by Iraq, to the 

greatest challenge of all: building lasting peace and security. 

From the first hours after Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, the Security Couacil has 

been at the centre of the international community’s response. The Council made 

-*a-- ‘*At v..are- A-..A-al,- -.+3l --. -.--A b--w* *r-y 0 ol$j.ouorvu “YYIY YYC OCOIIY. ac oYcoy**YuoY b1.W C”..,.” -“- LL --C-s.,l-s.-l .h- ,a-- ‘rr 

resolving the crisis, and it imposed sanctions when its efforts at persuasion were 

rejected by Baghdad. The Security Council demonstrated in November both its 
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resolve to leave open all possibilities for a peaceful solution, and its readiness, 

after the pause of goodwill, to mandate the expulsion of Iraq by force from Kuwait. 

Resolution 678 (1990) set the stage for intensive diplomatic efforts which 

proved as fruitless as those which preceded it. Almost every Government 

represented in this room and many outside it in one way or another engaged directly 

in trying to pereuade Baghdad to comply with the Council's resolutions and warned 

of the calamity ahead if Saddam Hussein remained obdurate. And throughout, the 

Secretary-General worked with hope and determination, leading the world-wide effort 

to resolve the crisis peacefully. right up to his far-reaching constructive 

proposals of 15 January. But Iraq’s intransigence led it to compound the 

catastrophe of the wanton destruction of Kuwait with the catastrophe of war. It is 

upon the heads of Saddsm Hussein an% the other leaders of Iraq that the 

responsibility for this so clearly rests. 

Since the en% of November and the adoption of resolution 678 (1990), the 

Council has focussed on its implementation. Now key goals it adopted have been 

achieve%. Aggression has been beaten, firmly and decisively. Those who counted on 

the use of arms an% the ultimate failure of the international community to respond 

have been beaten, firmly and decisively. They have brought dishonour and ruin to 

themselves. We are overjoyed that Kuwait is liberated and restore% to its rightful 

place in the international community. We welcome this resolution's paragraphs 

recalling the appropriate part of resolution 661 (1990) signifying that sanction8 

are not impose% against Kuwait. We also welcome the imme%iate re-establishment of 

normal relations - diplomatic, economic an% financial - with Kuwait, its people and 

its legitimate Government. ToBay, the Kuwaiti flag and the flags of Kuwait's 

friends fly again in Kuwait City. Together, today, we pledge ourselves to assist 

the People of Kuwait in the reconstruction of their ravaged country. 
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Now the Council turns its attention to the restoration of peace and security 

in the area, as resolution 678 (1990) t-eCOgnized would be required. The present 

resolution points the way. We seek as soon as possible a definitive end to 

hostilities. This is the first ptfority, The resolution sets out the measures 

which Iraq must take and the arrangements which must be put in place to bring this 

about. Iraq has much to account for, and there is much yet to be done to fulfil 

the tesolutions of the Council and the requirements of international law. 

In this resolution, the Council puts forth the immediate requirements: Iraq 

must make clear that it no longer harbours aggressive intent, and it must take the 

steps needed immediately to j.mplement the 12 United Nations Security Council 

resolutions. It must return immediately the plrisoners of war. It must return the 

property it has stolen. It must release immediately all third-country nationals 

ma detained Kuwaiti citiaens. It must cease fwrther military action, inciuaing 

any activities related to the missiles Iraq used to attack Saudi Arabia and 

Israel. It must return immeaiately the temaine of those who died in the war or 

while held ptisoaer by Iraq. Iraq must assist the coalition in identifying the 

location of miner&, booby traps, chemiaal and biological weapons. Until it is clear 

that Iraq has complied with these requirements, the provisions of resolution 

676 (1990) authorising Kuwait and those cooperating with Kuwait to use all 

necessary means to ensure Iraqi compliance with the United Nations resolutions 

clearly will remain in effect. 

The United Uations end the Security Council remain at the centre of the effort 

to fulfil1 the overarching tasks set by the 12 resolutions adopted thus far: to 

repel aggression and to build genuine peace ana stability, 'phe Council toaay is 

providing a broad framework for dealing with this new phase of OUT task. Tomorrow 

the military leaders of the coalition meet with Sraq'a military leaders to define 
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the dets:ils of the arrangements required to put aa end to hostilities, with this 

resolution as the foundation. We hope for early success in those discussions SO we 

can get on with our work. 

Even ES we are putting this framework into place, the United States, other 

members of the Council and other States in the region are beginning to consult on 

the future steps which will be required. Secretary Baker is departing soon for the 

area to discuss the key questions which need to be addressed in order to ensure 

that the peace we have secured at such great cost is a lasting one. The nations of 

the region will clearly take the lead in finding answers to these questions. My 

country looks forward to working on this in capitals and within the Council. We 

have a long and difficult road before us, and the Council has a most important role 

to play. 

President Bush said in his address of 27 February, lauding the coalition and 

the liberation of Kuwait, that this war is now behind us. Ahead of us is the 

BOfficult task of securtag a potentially historic peace. President Bush has 

frequently repeated that our quarrel is not with the people of Iraq, but with the 

leaders of Iraq and their destructive policies. Indeed, the United States will be 

16oking for ways to identify and meet the humanitarian relief needs of the Iraqi 

people, which has euffered so much under Saddam Hussein. We look forward to the 

day when Iraq can once again assume full membership in the family of nations. This 

reeolution shows Iraq the way to begin to do so. 
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International collective security has functioned in the Gulf. All of us uow 

have a responsibility to those who have suffered, to thoijle who have risked their 

lives and to those of 811 nations who have perished to see to it that history does 

not repeat itself. We cannot have paid the price of aggression and its defeat only 

to allow it to recur. The Council's task now, the one we begin accomplishing 

today, is to point the way to building a peaceful sad 8ecure system which deters 

the repetition of aggression and suffering we have seen over the past seven months. 

m, Vm (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): The cessation of hostilities in the Persian Gulf is 8 major 

international event. The Soviet Union Warmly welcomed the liberation of Kuwait, 

the restoration of its independence , sovereignty end territorial integrity and the 

return to the country of its legitimate Government. 

The culmination of the military conflict in the Persian Gulf is the result of 

the collective efforts of all the States that took part in the quest for 8 

eettlemant and joined together to restore the violated rights of an entire people 

end to prevent the seizure of one country by 8nOther. The establishment of this 

historic precedent involved the participation of many States, including the Soviet 

Union, the united State8 and other members of the coalition, including many Arab 

end M~8lim States. For the first time the international community showad its 

united will in the face of the eeiaure of one State by anothar and was able to 

bring the aggressor to heel. Although this precedent may be imperfect, se should 

like to believe that it can provent the emergence in the future of similar 

situations which are not in keeping with the fiew era of peaceful policy which, 

however difficult, 18 now 88Wni?A(#. 
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As is well known, from the very outbreak of the conflict the Soviet Union 

firmly advocated seeking the beat possible solution to the problem, ahove all by 

peaceful means. That was our policy OWL the entire period from 2 August last 

year. The President of the Soviet Uniou, Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev, 

consistently pursued our diplomatic policy in that regard through the most active 

contacts with the leaders of all the major States involved in the crisis. our 

country has done a great deal to achieve the cessation of military hostilities and 

to avoitl any further bloodshed. 

The Soviet leadership urged the leadership of Iraq to announce without any 

further delay its acceptance of all 12 Security Council resolutions, and our 

recommendations ultimately bore fruit. We are convincetl that the liberation of the 

State of Kuwait and the end to Iraqi aggression would have been impossible had 

thore forces involved in the settlement of the conflict not acted in unison 

throughout all these months. 

Now we face IOUW priority taokr. Primarily, we must completely exclude the 

resumption of any tm of military activities. That most urgent tsrk is the 

purpore of the resolution that has just been adopted , resolution 686 (19911, of 

which the Soviet Union wa6 a sponsor. 

In the near future the Security Council will have to become deeply involved in 

the fine1 political settlement of the Iraq-Kuwait conflict and the elimination of 

the consequences of Iraqi aggression. The Soviet Union will continue its active 

efforts to find a just aolution acceptable to nll parties. 

The iaternational comwity elro faces then urgent task of beginning to work 

out entl agree upon post-crisis arrangements in the regioa, an important element of 

which must be the establishment of a security system that not only marks the 

culmination of recent events but is a safeguard ageinet military conflicts in the 
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future. The Soviet Union has bee% and continues to be, in active contact with the 

leading Arab and Islamic States, the United State5 and the major European and Asian 

countries with a view to finding common ground on carrying out that basic task. 

The security structure in the Persian Gulf must be based primarily on the 

interests of the countries of the rcgion , with the understanding that the State8 of 

the region themselves must unambiguously and clearly define their own interests. 

We are convinced that the vitality and reliability of the security system will to a 

great extent depend upon Iraq's ability to play a positive role in it. It is 

natural that the establishment of that system should involve a role for the United 

pations, including the Security Council and its permanent members. 

We believe that in solving the problem of establishing a security system for 

the Persian Gulf we must actively and productively discuss the question of arms 

ohl.pments a6i well. 

The event.8 in recent months have put into sharp relief the fact that the 

international community must make the most determined efforts to conveeB an 

intOrnat.iOnal COnfetenCO on the Middle East. We are COBViBCed that such a 

conference would'allow u6 to guarantee long-term peace ana eeaurity for the entire 

tOgiOn. Along with all the parties to the conflict, we are determined to deal 

urgently with a settlement to the Midale East problem and to restore the legitimate 

rights of the Palestinian people. The protracted nature of the Arab-Israeli cririr 

is a primary source of instability, lack of trust and the continuing arms race in 

that region. The time has come for all States to take a fresh approach, remove 

stereotypes from their thinking and deal more actively with a solution to the 

problem. 

I do not think it would be wrong to state that we have all learned a rerious 

lesson from the conflict and that we shall take that lesson t&heart in the 
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future. It would ba no exaggeration to say that we are witnessing the beginning of I 

e new era and new relationrhipo. In such new circumstances the Security Council 

will have to play an active role in discharging the responsibility placed upon it 

by the Charter. 

Hr. LI w  (Chine) (interpretation from Chinese): It ir a pleasure for 

me at the outset to congratulate you. Sir, 00 your assumption of the presidency of 

the Security Council for this month. I am confident that your rich diplomatic 

experience will help the Security Council discharge its noble responsibilities. I 

also wish to express mg heartfelt thanks to the P6manent Repreeentative of 

Zimbabwe, Xr. Mumbengegri, for his remarkable guidance of the Counci? in carrying 

Out it0 heavy work ladi mOBthe 
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Since the outbreak of the Gulf war, the Chinese Government has repeatedly 

called for the unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait a8 soon as 

possible, an early end to the war and the achievement of peace. We are gratified 

to see that all parties to the conflict have now suspended their military action. 

We express congratulations on the restoration of Kuwait's independence, sovereignty 

and territorial integrity and on the resumption by the legitimate Government of 

Kuwait of the exercise of its rights and powers. 

In our view, the Security Council should play a poaitive role in establishing 

a formal and stable cease-fire in the Gulf region and in seeking a practical 

formula for a politcal solution within the framework of the relevant Security 

Council resolutions so that the desire of the peoples of the Gulf region and the 

rest of the world for peace in the Gulf may become a reality. 

The resolution which has just been adopted makes reference to securing the 

establishment of a definitive end to the hostilities. This deserves a positive 

response, but falls short of stating that the Security Council should have an 

important role to play with regard to the arrangement and monitoring of the 

cease-fire. In fact, it extends the time limit during which resolution 678 (1990) 

remains effective. That goes against the desire of the peoples of all countries 

for an early end to the war and for the achievement of peace. 

It is well known that China has stood all along for settling conflicts through 

negotiations and abstained in the vote on resolution 678 (1990). We tried to make 

amendments to the relevant paragraph of the draft resolution on which we voted this 

evening, but our suggestions were not accepted. In those circum8tance8, in 

accordance with China's consistent position in favour of a peaceful solution to the 

Gulf crisis, the Chinese delegation found it difficult to vote in favour of the 

draft resolution. It is our hope and Lelief that through the joint efforts of the 
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international community the sovereignty and territorial integrity of countries in 

the Gulf region will be respected and lasting peace and security in the Gulf region 

will be ultimately achieved. 

The: I thank the representative of China for the kind words he 

addressed to me. 

Mr. (France) (interpretation from French): I should like to 

congratulate you, Sir, on Austria's assumption of the presidency of the Council. 

It will come as no surprise that we join other delegations in thanking our 

colleague, the Permanent Representative of Zimbabwe. 

France is delighted at the liberation of Kuwait. Since 2 August 1990 the goal 

of all the efforts of the Security Council has been the restoration of the 

sovereignty and independence of Kuwait. That goal has been achieved through two 

essential factors: the unanimous and unequivocal condemnation by the States 

Members of the United Nations of the aggression against Kuwaitt and action by the 

Security Council, which since August has worked cohesively and with determination. 

The long-awaited liberation of Kuwait must not make ila forget, in the joy of 

celebration, tbe suffering of the Kuwaiti people, its spirit of resistance and the 

sacrifices it has made. Prance pays a tribute to its courage. Nor can we remain 

indifferent to the suffering the Iraqi people has endured as a result of the tragic 

adventure into which it was led. 

We take note of Iraq's acceptance of all the resolutions adopted by the 

Security Council on behalf of the entire international community. That acceptance 

ia a prerequisite for the re-establishment, on a sound and lasting basis, of 

stabiiii;y in i;iM r~ian. 

In that connection, resolution 666 (19911, which we have just adopted and of 

which France was a sponsor, is an indispensable step. That resolution - the first 
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since the liberation of Kuwait - charts the course for a final cessation of 

hostilities, which we hope can be announced soon. Peace begins when weapons are 

silenced, but it must then be confirmed and consolidated as quickly as possible. 

The United Nations is now faced with a prodigious undertaking. The 

Organisation, first, must consolidate effectively the cessation of hostilities and 

then, along with the countries of the region and all interested parties. define the 

conditions for the lasting restoration of peace and security in the region. 

Consistent with its mandate, the Security Council in close coordination with 

the Secretary-General will continue fully to shoulder its responsibilities. The 

determination the Council has shown for the past seven months, without which the 

liberation of Kuwait would not have been possible, must be sustained and utilized 

to settle other conflicts, starting with those of the Near and Middle East. 

For its part, France will always strive to ensure that there is one law for 

all. My delegation therefore stands ready to make an active contribution to the 

work of the Council in this new phase of it6 activities. 

m. NO- (Belgium) (interpretation from French)r Belgium welcomes 

the suspension of military operations in the Gulf and Iraq's official announcement 

of its commitment to comply with the 12 relevant resolutions of the Security 

Council. That should bring to an end a conflict which has already had too many 

victims - victims to whom my Government pays its respects. 

It is particularly deplorable that the Gulf tragedy occurred at a time when we 

had every reason to look to the future with confidence. The events in Eastern and 

Central Europe has given us hope that international relations would henceforth be 

guided by principles of freedom, democracy and law. 

One man did not want that. President Saddam Hussein wanted to divide a world 

that was asking only to be united. 
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firm and united manner. 

make Iraq comply with international law , without ever neglecting diplomatic 

negotiations. In that vein, the Security Council entrusted to the 

Secretary-General a mission of good offices , and there were numerous peace 

initiativea, including those of the non-aligned corlntries, the Arab world, the 

Soviet Union and tbe Western world. 

It was firm: When it became alear that Saddam Hussein would stubbornly refuse 

to seiae the opportunities for peace that were offered to him, the international 

community set in motion the means necessary to exmure respect for the law. 
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It has been united, since a coalition was formed, of which Belgium is honoured 

to be a part and which comprises some 30 nations from all continents and 

representing a broad range of political systems. This is indeed proof that the 

action undertaken in resolution 678 (1990) was in keeping with the wishes of the 

international community as a whole. 

It is now up to the Security Council to make the necessary arrangements to put 

an end to the conflict. This is the goal of the resolution we have just adopted. 

My Government feels that most of its concerns in this regard have been met therein. 

Indeed, with regard to the military aspect, the resolution allows for the 

speedy conclusion of a definitive cease-fire through a number of commitments Iraq 

must enter into, and these commitments are clearly set forth in paragraphs 2 

and 3: the release of all prisoners of wart the r&ease of all Kuwaiti hostages 

taken to Iraq, the cessation of hostile or provocative actions, including the 

launching of missilesr and effective cooperntLan with regar& to the clearing of 

mines - this involves in particular guaranteeing the safegy of mine-clearing teams 

on land and at sea. 

With regnrd'to the political aspect, the resolution quite rightly states that 

Iraq must first and foremost accept by deeds the 12 relevant resolutions of the 

Security Council. This meaOs that Iraq must on a priority basis rescind any action 

purporting to Bane% Kuwait. 

Furthermore, my Government also asks that Iraq renounce acts of terrorism and 

incitement to such acts. 

With regard to the humanitarian aspects , we must urgently alleviate the 

suffering infiicted by Saddam Russein on the Kuwaftt *pulation ai& lest bi 

forget, on his own people. This is why my country attaches great importance to the 

third preambular paragraph. 
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Belgium requests the Red Cross and the various national and international 

humanitarian bodies to redouble their efforts in bringing a maximum of food 

assistance to the region. 

Until our Council establishes a final system of arrangements covering the 

bumitarian - especially Luod - needs in Iraq, full use muat be made of the 

opportunities provided by the Couanfttee established under resolution 661 (19901, so 

that those people who have been sorely tried by the conflict in the Gulf may have 

the necessary food supplies as soon as possible. 

We welcome the report of the mission undertaken jointly by the World Health 

Organisation (WHO) and the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), which ohould 

permit the sanctions Committee to be more liberal in granting Irag food assistance 

for humanitariM reasons. 

I note with aatisfa&fon that tbe sanctions Committee has already facilitated 

to the extent possible activities organised by the Red Cross for the particularly 

vulnerable population groupan My Government has already transmitted to that 

Committee a request from the Belgian Red Cross to send medical supplies and food to 

Irag. 

Above sad beyosd all these iousediate steps, the Security Council must in due 

course focus its attention on more long-term arrangements. !fhe unity in the 

Council that has ensbled us to give back to Kuwait its freedom and independence 

must now be focused on helping the region recover peace and security. 

In this regard, it is clear that, given the complexity of the situation, the 

countries of the region will have a major role to pley. Furthermore, a sense of 

respoasibilfty on the part of the active members of the coalition will, for 

obviously reasons, be crucial. 
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Belgium is convinced that the action of the Security Council aimed at 

restoring peace and security in the region should be based on four considerations: 

First of all, Ruwait's security mu8 t be strengthened and guaranteed by 

insisting on the necessary respect for international horders, an essential element 

for stability in the region as a whole. 

Secondly, we must at all cost avoid a situation in which Iraq might again gain 

an offensive military potential - including, in particular, missiles - and possess 

weapons of mass destruction, such as chemical and nuclear weapons. That is why my 

Governmeat believes that, initially, it will be necessary to maintain a military 

embargo against Iraq. Then, a more comprehensive solution to the problem of 

overarmament in the region will be required. 

Thirdly, as the 12 countries of the European Community have pointed out, the 

international community must renew its efforts to arrive at a speedy comprehensive, 

just and lasting solution of the Israeli-Arab conflict and the Palestinian 

question. We must actively promote the search for a peaceful solution through 

dialogue with and among all the parties concerned. 

Pinally, ia'recalling the period following the Second World War, Belgium 

believes, together with its partners in the Twelve, that we must develop a 

comprehensive approach to the region, one which will deal with eecurity questions, 

political problems and economic cooperation. 

This could be &no through a conference on security and cooperation in the 

Middle East, which would allow UI to take up constructively the major problems of 

the region, first and foremost are of touts@ the Israeli Arab conflict and the 

Palestinian question, but also the recognition of the State of Israel, the Lebanese 

problem and the Kurdish question. 

In preparing such a conterence, it would be. useful to appoint a mediator. Xy 

Government hopes that such an appointment will be made quickly. 
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FOP tbo roa~~ons I havo just give% Belgium joined the sponsors of the 

resolution wo have just adoopted. 

My Governinent hopes that in the near future the Security Council will take a 

stand on the necessary renunciation by Irag of any form of appeal for and support 

of tertorism, on the sending of a United Nations observer force and on the lifting 

of the food embargo. 

Finally, the Council should reflect on what I have termed the longer-term 

arrangeaente, in order in due couree to be in a position to make a substantial 

contribution also in this sphere. 

Mr. E!iUZWf ADS (Zaire) iinterpretation from French): 

ur. President, aware as we are of your personal qualities and your calibre, since 

we have had tho opportunity to work with you many times, I cannot fail but be 

assured of the succeos of the Counci?.'~ work now that it is under your wise 

guidance during this month of March 1991. My delegation wishes to congratulate you 

moat warmly. 

I take thir Opportunity to l npre58 my appreciation to the outgoing President, 

this E3tcellency knbaimulor Mumbengegwir for the outstanding manner in which he 

guided the Council's work during February. 

The Council is meeting today in formal and public session on the situation 

between Irag and Ruwait, after having held eeveral cioaed meetings to consider and 

follow closely developments in the Gulf, in the certainty that the goals it sought, 

diacrotely but effectively, have by and large heen achieved, given the full 

implementation of resolution 678 (1990) which has at last allowed for the 

liberation of Xuteait on 27 February 1991. 
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That was also the objective that Kuwait, through its Permanent Representative, 

His Excellency Mr. Abulhasan, had entrusted to the Security Coilncil by stating, on 

2 August 1990, that the Council was responsible for the protection of Kuwait as 

well as for its security, ito sovereignty and its territorial integrity, which had 

just been violated by Iraq. Indeed, he appealed to the Security Council to 

shoulder its responsibilities and adopt measures to compel Iraq to withdraw its 

forces immediately and unconditionally and to return to the positions they had 

occupied on 1 August 1990. 

He concluded his request to the Council by recalling that his country, a small 

country, drew fto strength and owed its existence to the legitimacy of the rules of 

international law incarnated in the Security Council through its role of ensuring 

respect for the provisions of the Charter by all the States Members of our 

Orgenization. 

Thie ~8th then, a teet - or, evea more, an occasion for testing the Council*8 

responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security in the 

region of the Persian Gulf. To that end, Article 51 of the Charter was invoked. 

This Article deal8 with the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence 

if an armed attack occur8 against a Member of the United Nations. 

In his reply, oa 2 August 1990, the representative of Iraq stated that the 

Iraqi forces were going to leave Kuwait within only a few days, or at the most a 

few weeks, became Iraq ~88 not pursuing any goal or objective in Kuwait but wished 

to maintain cordial and good-neighbourly relations with Kuwait. 
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Throughout the period of the war, which extended from 2 August 1990 to 

28 February 1991, not even a beginning was made on the implementation of this 

statement about the withdrawal of Iraqi troops. That situation explains the steps 

the Security Council deemed it necessary to adopt, beginning with resolution 

660 (1990) and ending with resolution 678 (19901, with a view to restoring peace 

and international security to the region as well a5 Kuwait's independence, 

sovereignty and tarritorial integrity. 

We should note in this regard that all the first 11 reaolutions were peaceful 

in nature and that even the laat resolution, 678 (19901, included a 46-day 

ultimatum, to enable Iraq to comply with the Bpirit and the letter of Article 2 of 

the Charter of the United Natione. During that period many goodwill miesione and 

peace initiatives were undertaken in an attempt to persuade Iraq to withdraw 

peacefully from Ruwait. 

Deogite, on the one hand, the initiation of military operations on 

16 January 1991 by 28 States Members of our Organisation, in accordsme with 

paragraph 2 of reoolutioo 678 (1990) and, on the other hand, the intransigence of 

the Irsqf authoritieo, the President of the Soviet Union, Xi!,8 Excellency 

blr. Gorbachev, never lost hope end cootinued his good office0 in an attempt to 

change the Iraqi position. 

Thus, at the moment when the coalition forces reached the capital of Kuwait, 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Iraq confirmed, on 28 February 1991, Iraq's 

agreement to comply fully with all the resolutions a&pted by the Security Council 

CL= cha rlturC&aa batua+e Xc% g@ geeit, __ __ _------_.. -_. 

Ia this not an unprecedented example7 Twenty-eight aatione undertook the task 

of ensuring the security of small Btatea, thereby demonstrating the determination 
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of our Organioation and the international community to institute a new era of peace 

based on ecrupulous respect for the rules of international law and drjtente that 

will henceforth characterise the new world order. Is it not, theu, imperative for 

the Security Council to take the steps that will build confidence and peace in the 

entire region, including the Middle East? For, if the liberation of Kuwait, uhich 

honours tbe Security Council and restores its prestige, has taken only seven 

months, how can we explain the fact that the Palestinian question, which has 

existed since the General Assembly adopted resolution 181 B (II) of 

29 Bovemher 1947, continues to be before the Council. without any peaceful and 

lasting solution having been found? 

However that may be, my delegation remains convinced that the measures 

advocated in resolution 686 (1991) does lay down the modalities, in the short term, 

for putting an sod to all the hostilities in the region and imposing strict respect 

for the rules of iotetrrstionsl law, in particular all 12 resolution6 adopted by the 

Council on the situatios between Iraq and Kuvait. Of Course, we hope that in the 

future rslations of friendship, good-aeighbourlinees and cooperation will prevail 

smosg all the Stats6 of the region, including Iraq. 

It was because of all the aspects stemming from the cessation of hostilities 

in the Persian Gulf and the overriding necessity to eetsblish a lasting peace is 

that region that my delegation co-sponsored the draft resolution that has just been 

adopted by the Security Council a8 resolution 686 (1991). 

-1 I thank the representative of Zaire for his kind words 

-Al--r-r* CA - YI".es~~" -" -. 
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Mr. (C&e d'Ivoire) (interpretation from French): I wish first to 

congratulate you, Sir, aa you take up your duties aa President of the Security 

Council. I would venture to hope that under your guidance the Council will 

consolidate peace in the Gulf region. 

I wish alao to congratulate your predecessor, the Ambassador of Zimbabwe, and 

to tell him how proud I feel when I feel when I remember the effectiveness with 

which he guided the work of ths Council laet month. We shell all recall that it 

was under his presidency that the ho8tilities in the Gulf were suspended. 

I wish to tell the Ambassador of Kuwait and, through him, all the people of 

Kuwait, how pleased my country, C&e d*Ivoire, is to see Kuwait liberated and 

sovereign. While the Kuwaiti people lost their freedom for approximately seven 

months, legally they never lost their sovereignty. All justice-loving peoples 

supported Kuwait, 88 can be seen from resolution 662 (19901, which declared the 

annexation of Kuwait null and void. 

We must now think about the future, about the rebuilding of Kuwait. We can 

only hope that this will take place in conditions of peace, unity and tolerance. 

For my delegation, the liberation of Kuwait symbolise8 ffrbt and foremost the 

triumph of justice over brutal force. It marks the dawn of a new era. We hope 

that th5s era whose dawning we greatly welcome , will not stop at the gates of 

Kuwait. T&e action of the coalition forces, authorised by the Security Council, 

will find its true justification in the Council's ability to meet objectfvely and 

in a balanced way the many challenges ko peace with which it will continue to be 

confronted. We must begin right now to show by our actions faith and optimism and 

+ &+p-g09_g@- --(a---L L- --.--..--... bW &tk Gitii sa6 etbicai values of peace an6 justice which 

constantly imbue the provisions of the United Kations Charter. 
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1~ voting in favour of resolution 686 (1991), which sets the standards for a 

cease-fire that we hope will very soon be amnitorrd by the appropriate United 

Nationa bodies, my delegation wiehed to contribute to the dawning of an era of 

peace and justice in the Gulf region in particular and in the entire region. 

bleed I emphasim that peace is interdependent in time and in space. 
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As we talk of peace, as we commit ourselves to working for the reign of peace, 

justice and law, we must remember that our objective requires an effort of will, 

faith and political courage. 

Ln conclusion, I should like to reiterate C6te d’Ivoire’s commitment, along 

with all those who persistently seek peace, justice and respect for law, to ewsure 

that the new interoatioual era that is so deeply desired will be that of true peace 

unfrustrated, peace that liberates peoples and teaches them tolerance. 

Thet I thank the representative of C6te d'lvoire for his kind 

words addressed to me. 

M& MO- (Romaaia)t My delegation would like first of all to 

congratulate you, Sir, on your accession to the presidency of the Security Council 

for tbe current month. We are confident that under your very able leadership, and 

given your exceptional experience, the Council will indeed fulfil its mandate. I 

should like also to take this opportunity to reiterate our thanks and 

congratulations to the representative of Zimbabwe for the exemplary manner in which 

he performed hie httieti as President of the Security Council for the month of 

February. The words of appreciation expressed to him by previous speakers are well 

deserved, and my delegation fully shares in them. 

Coming to the item under consideration, my delegation would like to emphasise 

that, as a eponsor of the reeolution just adopted, ve find our position adequately 

reflected in that document. Indeed the Council has to be instrumental in securing 

the rapid establishment of a definitive end to the hostilities in the Persian Gulf 

and the restoration of international peace and security in the region in accordance 

with all the relevant resolutions of the Security Council, including the one 

adopted this evening. 

Over the last seven months my delegation has many times presented the position 

of Romania on various aspects and stages of the conflict in the Persian Gulf. 
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Gut position on the item remain8 in full harmony an8 conformity with all the 

resolutions edopted by the Council concerning the situation between Iraq and Kuwait. 

I should now like to sunxnariz3e the views of my country on the issue under 

consideration in the light of the recent deVelOpment8 in the Gulf region. 

From the very beginning of the conflict Romania has consistently promoted 

respect for international legality and has firmly supported the efforts of the 

multinational coalition for the restoration of legnl order. After the liberation 

of Kuwait, the Government of IlOmaniA has velcomed with satisfaction the suspension 

of milif;ary operations by the forces of the coalition. My Government alao welcomed 

the acceptance by Iraq of all the resolutions of the Security Council on the crisis 

in the area. 

While reaffirming it8 determination to pursue t?Ie efforts for the full 

implementation of the Security Council resolutions in cooperation witb the 

international COmUUAnity, Romania COneider that the rapid e8tabliShment Of a 

definitive end to the hostilities can reopen the vay to a peaceful settlement in 

conformity with the Charter of the United blations and the fundamental principles of 

international law. 

Romania was particularly happy to witness the liberation of Kuwait. Romania 

and the Komanian people have been permanently on the side of Kuwsit and its people 

during the or&al it has aXp4ri4nced through the foreign occupation. Although we 

hav4 aUffeSe$ cozmiderable material loseer a8 a result of the conflict in the Gulf, 

with direct conaeguences for the economic situation of our country, Romania he8 

strictly observed the sanction8 decided on by the Security Council. Kov we are 

ready to make available *o friendly Kuwait all th4 necessary 448~8 at our disposal 

to support the reconstruction of the country and it8 economic infrastructure, 

It is undeniable that the support extended to Kuwait illustrate8 ths clear 

will of the international community a8 e%presaeC in the relevant resolutions of th4 
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Security Council. It is a victory for the values of international lav and 

legality. These positive events should have a visible impact for the further 

strengthening of the role and contribution of the United Nations and its 

institutions in the establishment of a system of collective security and should 

guarantee the sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of all States. 

Having adopted a new resolution on the item concerning the situation betveen 

Iraq and Kuvait, we express the hope that this resolution will determine an 

adequate response from Iraq. This resolution, as all the resolutions dealing with 

the situation between Iraq and Kuwait, is not directed against the people of Iraq, 

which has suffered so much, hut ib oriented towards a final peaceful solution of 

the conflict in that area. The Iraqi people should be the natural beneficiary of a 

peaceful approach, vhich may enable it to dedictate all efforts and labour to the 

reconstruction of their country. We are confident that Iraq will soon find its 

dignified place in the community of nations as a peace-loving country acting for 

the implementation of the ideals of the United Nations. 

We have nb doubt that after seven months of defending the basic purposes and 

priaciples of the United Nations, the Security Council is giving a bright chance 

and a tertimony to the world organisation to fully prove its political and legal 

potential in the maintenance of international peace and security and in the 

protection of the supreme value5 of humankind. 

The% I thank tlm representative of Romania for his kind words 

addressed to me. 

Sir (United Kingdom): Mr. President, my tribute to you and 

to your predecessor will be as you wish: a silent one. 

The debate ve are having today and the resolution we have adopted mark the 

opening of what one could call the third phase of this very serious international 

crisis. 
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In the first phase, the gecurity Council responded with the 12 resolutions we 

know so well, with a major effort to persuade Iraq to comply with them by peaceful 

means. That effort lasted many long months and gave rise to an enormous amount of 

diplomatic activity. Alas. it failed. 

The second phase is the one that has just ended, and was characterised by the 

use of force to give effect to the 12 resolutions we had adopted, 

The third phase, which is now beginning, Is probably the most difficult, and 

certainly the most import-t, of the three , and it is the one that must be 

dedicated to the restoration of peace and security in the region. 

The force8 of my country played their full role in the liberation of Kuwait, 

sud we share the sense of pride and relief that the will of the international 

community and of the Security Council prevailed. It was a triumph for the rule of 

international 18~ mid for collective security. 
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The United Nation8 and the international community can now turn to the more 

difficult task, the task of assisting in the establishment of a durable system of 

peace and security in the Gulf region, and in the Middle East more widely, and also 

to the reconstruction of Kuwait and the rehabilitation of it8 population. 

First, however, we have to deal with the immediate aftermath of the 

hostilities. Some of this task is properly work for the military commanders in the 

field, ana we welcome very much that the meetings will be taking place tomorrow. 

We hope that those meetings will lead to very rapid progress, but it is right, too, 

that the Security Council should establish the basic framework within which the 

conditions can be created for a definitive end to the hostilities, and that is what 

the present resolution is designed to do. It deals with the immediate future and 

the next phase, which we hope will ba a short one and will load to the winding down 

of hostilities. 

Much, of course, will depend on the Government of Iraq. We see this 

resolution as the first of a reties that will be needed if we are to establish 

stability in the region. The requirements it place8 on the Government of fraq are 

not new ones. They flow from the resolutions we have adopted and from the 

statements previously made on behalf of the Government8 assisting and cooperating 

with the Government of Kuwait. But the requirements must be explicitly accepted by 

Iraq, and that is essential to permit a definite end to the hostilities, 

In recent months the Government of Iraq has, unfortunately, showa. how 

necessary it is to get these clear and formal undertakings - and they must be clear 

and they must be commitments. We have still, I fear, no access by the 

fnternational Committee of the Red Cross to the prisoners of war taken from the 

allied forces. We have still no detailed commitment by Iraq to the timing and 

modalities of their release. We have still no clear picture about the location of 
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the mines. the explosives and so on in Iraq and in Kuwait. We have no explicit 

acceptance of the liability for the terrible damage wrought in Kuwait, and we still 

have much hostility end defiance pouring from the media in Iraq. All this is cause 

for regret, but WQ hope that it will be reversed and that the necessary commitments 

will be made. 

It really is essential that Iraq should make ita contribution to the climate 

of confidence and reconciliation by a rapid and formal compliance with the 

provision8 of this resolution. This will 

future and to take the next steps toward8 

end stability in the area. That is the wi 

whom we are allied. We will then be able 

then enable us to meet again in the near 

the restoration of international peace 

sh of my Government and of those with 

to move on to the broader problem8 of the 

Middle East which 80 urgently need to be resolved. 

Mr (In&ia)r It is with great pleasure, Mr. President, that I 

convey to you our very wan-n felicitation8 on your a5Bumption of the Council'8 

pteSidenC!y. In a very short period of two days you have already given ample 

evi&ence of your democratic approach, your incisive analysis and your diplomatic 

8killS. With Austria my country has enjoyed an uninterrupted and long tradition of 

friendly ties end close mutual underetending. We welcome your guidance of the 

Council'e preceedings during the current month. 

It ie particularly gratifying for me to put on record my delegation's 

unqualified admiration and appreciation for the extraordinarily efficient manner in 

which His Ercellency Ambassador Mumbengegwi of Zimbabwe presided over the 

proceeding8 of the Council last month. It was indeed a most difficult period, and 

my friend and colleague the Permanent Representative of Zimbabwe display&u3 great 

wisdom, balance of judgement and firmness. 
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The Government and people of India have rejoiced in the restoration of the 

independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Kuwait, as well as in the 

re-establishment of the legitimate Government of the State of Kuwait. The 

President and Prime Minister of India have already sent warm congratulatory 

messages to His Highness the Emir of Kuwait. Relations between the Governments and 

peoples of India and Kuwait have through the years been warm and friendly. 

Throughout the months of the invasion and the illegal occupation of Kuwait by Iraq 

our exchanges with the Government of the State of Kuwait continued to be 

characterised by the traditional warmth. We are taking urgent steps to restore the 

functional continuity of our Mission in Kuwait, and we are confident that the 

strengthening and diversification of relations at all levels will be resumed in the 

near future. 

My delegation's approach to this problem is guided by two broad 

considerations: re-establishment of peace and security in the area as early as 

possible and the role of the United blations and the Security Council. The 

immediate step is to consolidate the cessation of hostilities. My Government 

welcomed the announcement by tb& President of the United States, on behalf of 

Kuwait and the Member Statos cooperating with Kuwait, of the suspension on 

27 February of combat operations in the Gulf. We regard it as a significant step 

towards the reetoration of peace in the area and the re-establishment of durable 

security and atability. 

ObviousZy, some practical steps have to be taken to ensure that fighting does 

not resume. Those aspects, we believe, will be discussed by the military 

commanders of the two sidee, perhaps tomorrow. An extremely important tequirement 

is the release of prisoners of war. This must be done in the speediest possible 

manner because of humanitarian considerations. It gcea without saying, of course, 
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that this appliea to all prisoners of wer on both sides. The same is true for 

civilians as might have been illegally detained. They also must be enabled to 

such 

reunite with thsir families without delay. This aspect has 

priority. 

Regarding resolution 686 (1991). just adopted.. we have 

enter into dialogue with its sponsors about the 

proposals. They provided us clarifications and 

efforts. A8 a result, we had a somewhat better 

intents and 

to be given the highest 

had an opportunity to 

purposes of their 

explanations. We appreciate their 

understanding of the objectives of 

the resolution. We can appreciate some of them, but there are points that are not 

exactly clear to us and there are issues we would have liked to see incorporated ia 

the draft resolution. We feel that with sufficient time to consider the draft 

resolution, evea without taking the weekend an6 the factor of the time diffetence 

into account, and vith 8 more active and prolonged dialogue, we might conceivably 

have reached a more consensual draft that could have addreseed some of the grave 

and urgent issues in a more positive ant9 purposeful manaez an& helped in achieving 

a rapid and durable restoration of peace and security 42~ the area. 
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once the pressing humanitarian concerns - such as return of prisoners of war, 

return of detainees an& the bagiaaiag of the return of property - sre taken care 

of, it ir imperative for the Council, without any delay. to move to the next step: 

a permaaeat or formal cease-fire , as indeed was stated by President Bush in his 

statement of 27 February. 

This important element is missing from tbe resolution adopted by the Council. 

Similarly, the procedure to verify compliance by Iraq with whatever it is required 

to do for a cease-fire is vague. My delegation would have preferred to have the 

Secretary-General involved ia this process0 ia however indirect a manner. We spent 

quite soma time in the informal consultations OB this poiat, but without resolving 

it to my delegation's full satisfaction. 

A major consideration for my d.Aegatioa, as I said earlier, 'is the need to 

restore peace without delay. As President Bu8h has uaid, we must now meet the 

cballange of securing the peace. The people of this region are extremely aaaious 

for peace - peace with honour aad justice. We believe that the time for 

recrimination should ba behiad us. It certainly will aot be easy for the people to 

forget tha trauma& emeriencas of the part #even montha. This is perfectly 

umler~taaa8ble. But tha Council aad the international community ehould not take 

any step which will continue to foment mi8truat among peoples of the region. Any 

provision which keepa open tha posribility of the reoumptioa of hostilities, as is 

the case in the present resolution, oslurot be accepted by my delegation. 

Anotbar point of concern to my delegation 18 tha aontiauation of tha 

sanctions. Tba purpoae for which the sanctions r/gime was enacted - aad India has 

implemented that r&ginm at great coot to itself - has been specificed in resolution 

661 (1990) aad would have been fulfilled when oae further atap, in addition to 

lSuwait'9 liberation, bad been taken. Resolution 662 (1990), which calls for 
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annulling the purported annexation of Kuwait, is extremely important. It is 

imperative that Iraq take immediate steps to rescind this measure. 

Iraq has already agreed to liability under international law for the loss or 

damage caused to Kuwait or third couatries as a result of Iraq's invasion and 

illegal annexation. This Iraq has done by agreeing to resolution 674 (1990) along 

with other mandatory resolutions. My delegation vould like the i!ouncil to begin an 

early examination of the question of sanctions. The sanctions are playing havoc, 

not only with Iraq's economy but also with the economy of my country and indeed the 

economies of many other countries. They are affecting patterns and flows of world 

trade. The people of Iraq certainly deserve relief. This important element is 

also missing from the resolution. 

Iraq has officially confirmed it5 willingness to comply with all relevant 

Security Council resolutions. Indeed, those resolutions wore adopted under 

‘hapter VII of the Charter, and as such are mandatory on all States. Iraq has 

agreed to take immadiate concrete meabure~ in regard to such mat&brtv a5 the return 

of prisoners of war, in accordance witb relevant provisions of international law. 

These stepe should provide enough ground for the Security Council to take 

appropriate measures to move rapidly towards a durable pence in the area. The 

Security Council ought also to have an important role, at the appropriate time, 

along with Stat.8 of tha region and othar parties concerned, in expeditiously 

creating condition8 for 5table peace and security in the region. 

It has been obBerva6 time end agaia by several delegation6 that the Gulf 

cri5ia has dam5natrated t&at the international community cannot tolerate acts of 

unprovoked invasion and illegal occupation or annexation. The United lations and 

ths Security Council have rightly led the efforts of the international community in 

this effort. The 12 resolutions adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter embody 
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the international response. The United Nations and the Council showed the way 

towards resolving the crisis lurd they must rightly lead us all in re-establishing 

peace and security. Such a role of the United Nations and of the Council will only 

be in accordance wfth the Charter of the United Nations. 

My delegation is of the view that the United Nations has a moat important 

function in re-establishing the conditions of peace irm the area by providing its 

reassuring presence in tangible terms. We believe that even a token United Nations 

pte8ence will provide renewed hope and assurance to the people in the area. 

My delegation is also most concerned ebout the humanitarian conditions as they 

now exist in the area, particularly in Iraq and Kuwait. Both the occupation and 

armed conflict have taken a most severe, often inhumane toll on human life as well 

as on basic facilities of life, property and economic infrastructure. The recent 

joint mi88ioa of the United Nations Children’s Fund and the World Health 

Organfaation, the International Committee of the Bed Cross, the media and other 

independent obeervere have all brought out the stark and distresaiag conditions in 

there two countrie6. This is aot the time for retribution or recrimination. We 

believe that the intern&tonal comfaunity should fecilitate provision of foodstuff8 

end other basic needs of life to the people of the area on a high-priority basis, 

and that the Security Council must itrxe&iately make this possible. 

It is for these reasons that my delegation abstained in the vote on the draft 

resolution. 

-1 I thank the representative of India for his kind words 

addreacted to nm and my oountry. 

t&. LIPALA (Ecuador) (interpretation from Spanish): I should like 

at the outset to join all those who have conveyed their congratulations to you, 

Sir, on your sssuxption of the presidency of the Council for the month of March. 
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Familiar with you as we are , we know that with your experience and capacities you 

will manage to guide our work in the most dynamic and effective way towards the 

moat positive outcome. 

I should also like expressly to place on record Ecuador's full congratulations 

for the superb way in which the Permanent Representative of Zimbabwe presided over 

the Council last month. 

On 27 February, the liberation of Kuwait was joyfully announced. We all felt 

gratified, optimistic and relieved at this newse At the same time, the State that 

had violated the norms of law finally announced it8 COmpliMCe with the resolutions 

of the Council that were and continue to be the foundation for an appropriate and 

permanent solution of this problem. Ecuador and the State8 members of the Rio 

croup that analysed the situation took a specific public stand on the matter end 

zecognized that without compliance with said resolutions a solution to the problem 

was impossible. 
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Kuwait's aovera ignty, independence and territorial integrity were thus 

rastored. The inada lissibility of acquiring territory by force was again 

confirmed. The rule of law had triumphed over the uae of force. 

The liberation of Kuwait also made possible the entry into force of a de factQ 

WPV.2978 

, 

cease-fire, aud the horrifying lore of human life and the material destruction were 

thua auapendad. The collective action taken by the international Organisation had 

been crowned with success0 thus setting a precedent that gives ua reason for deep 

thought. Pirat, we rust think about the fact that only through law can 

international relations ba organised in a Qeaceful way, in accordance with the 

needs of amnkind. Secondly, we must think about the indispensable need constantly 

and Qrogrosaivoly to perfect ways and means to resolve international disputes 

Qeacefully, 50 that a8 far aa Qoaaible collective measures do not have to involve 

the ~6% of force, which, once uaed, mean8 suffering for the human race. Those are 

two lesaona that I regard a8 fundamental for the organisation of what has come to 

be aalled tha new internetional order. 

The r%sOlUtiOn we have jU5t adopted ib 5 QOEitiV5 and effective 8t5p along the 

path the United letions must follow in order firmly to establish permanent peace in 

the area and a aeaurity machinery for the region. But it is only a first step. It 

must be followed - very quickly, it is to ba hoped - by other8 which above all will 

formalise a Qement cease-fire , rendering unnecessary the use once again of those 

meen8 which reeolutioa 679 (1990) ntade available to the member States of the 

coalition for the purpose of re-establishing law, Qeace and security in the area. 

This will require quick and effective compliance in good faith with thoee 

obligation5 that Iraq shoulder8 in committing itself to abiding by the 12 relevant 

Security Council reaolutione - and now the thirteenth. 
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It will also be necessary immediately to adopt mea5ure5 to render null and 

void domestic legislation with regard to the annexation of Kuwait so as to make 

perfectly clear the existence of a situation in which Kuvait’s sovereignty and 

territorial integrity are not matters for discussion, There will have t6 be speedy 

compliance with the commitment to free prisoners of war and civilian detainees, and 

there vi11 have to be effective, practical assumption of Irag's responsibilities 

under international law for the invasion and the damage caused to Kuwait. 

Ecuador voted for the resolution for all those reasons, because the resolution 

proposes measures to those ends. HOWm3r~ I must say that we should have liked 

greater clarity as regards the declaration 3f a cease-fire and the definitive 

establishment of the cessation of hostflitier. We should have liked recognition of 

the primary, leading role of the international Czganization and the Security 

Council vith regeod to international peace and Security, and we should have liked 

provision for the possibility of our Secretary-General's submitting to us a report 

about how to met up and diepatcb to the region as soon as possible an observer 

mireion to cooperate in the establishment of lasting peace, Finally, we should 

have liked the resolution to envisage broad, generous and effective measures to 

enmare that humanitarian aid fe given ell those that are suffering, whatever their 

nationality. 9061 therefore favoured some of the amendments proposed by the 

delegation of Cuba. 

Wa believe that paragraph 4 of the resolution is in reality a statement of Ed 

situation that exists with regard to resolution 679 (1990). I repeat our fervent 

desire that there shall be no need oace again to use force to ensure compliance 

with Council resolutions. 
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We must now reflect on how to contribute to the establishment of lasting peace 

in the region. Here we recognise the prime role the Arab nation, the States of the 

region, must play. It will be up to them, first, to examine and resolve matters in 

this regard. The world Organisation will, of course, have to give them the 

greatest cooperation and put itself fully at their service to that end. 

Without accepting conditions in the form of linkage to other problems in the 

region, we have always spoken in favour of the Council's now turning to the 

solution of other still unresolved problems in the Middle East. We believe that 

the success the world Organiaatioa has enjoyed, by establishing the rule of law and 

declaring null and void the violations of law that have taken place, must be 

followed by Conduct that will gain it ever greater prestige and allow it clearly to 

affirm that the approach based OR justice , taken in the light of the need for law 

to prevail, will be applied to all existing Situations, or possible future 

situations, whether in the are8 or in Amy other region of the world. 

k'Or those reasons I ask the members of the Council to forgive me if I repe8t a 

EeDt9PCe with which f concluded one of my interventions io our informal 

COnSUltatiODS# ECU&N, which was Dot 8 member Of the Couacil when the war beg8D, 

is Very pleased to be 8 part of it a~$ to coogerete iD thb re-eSt8bliShmeDt Of 

lasting p98Ce iD the region. 
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he addressed to me. 

I shall now make a statement in my capacity as the representative of Austria. 

Since our last meeting in this Chamber. momentous developments have taken 

place resulting in a cessation of hostilities. Austria aeeply welcomes the 

liberation of Kuwait and the re-establishment of its independence. Thus the grave 

violation of basic norms of international law caused by the Iraqi aggression has 

been rectified. We owe this to the resolve of the international community and in 

particular of the Member States cooperating with Kuwait in liberating that country 

pursuant to resolution 678 (1990). Our immediate task now is the consolidation of 

t&at de facto situation, which is the aim of the resolution we have just adopted. 

We see ita main importance in its humanitarian elements, paramount among which 

are the immediate return of detained Ruwaiti and third-country nationals and the 

release of all priaoner8 of war under the auspices of the International Committee 

of the Bed Crotm. By the same token, measures will have to be undertaken urgently 

to safeguard access by the Kuwaiti and Zragi gopulatians to medical suppliers and 

foodstuffs under the terns of Security Council resolution 666 (1990). We should be 

aware that urgent wasureb for further humanitarian relief will be required from 

the international cowunity. 

The next atop will be the rapid establishment of a formal cease-fire. The 

Security Council will therefore remain actively seized of the matter. During this 

seaon phase of our work, serious consideration should also be given, in 

consultation with countries of tbe region, to a united Hations role in monitoring 

such a cease-fire. Austria has already declared its readiness to contribute to 

such a United Uations effort. 
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&n&her consideration during this second phase will be a review of the 

resolutions adopted by the Security Councilr including the question of sanctions, 

as part of the process of re-establishing peace and cooperation in the area. 

At the outset I spoke of recent momentous developments. In a third phase we 

will have to take other important and far-reaching decisionsr The Security Council 

ie responsible not only for maintaining security but also for promoting peace. 

This should be done in cooperation with regional mechanisms. The Security Council 

has shown its potential during the Gulf crisis. On the other hand, we all should 

have learned oome lessons. One important lesson is the desirability of 

s’e*engtbening the preventive role of the United Nations and of this Council in 

particular. Another is that ultimately only political solutions will provide the 

necessary framework for a just and lasting settlement of this and other problems of 

the region. Devising such a framork, such an architecture, will be a momentous 

task indeed. Confidence-building measures~ disarmament and the strengthening of 

non-proliferation arrangements will have to be part of such comprehensive solutions. 

Austria has noted with satisfaction the increased - and indeed now almost 

universal -. awareness that dealing with the causes and oources of conflict in the 

region, including the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Palestinian problem, will be . 

eopecially important in the aftermath of the Gulf crisis. We are confident that 

the Security Council can make a substantial contribution to the achievement of a 

comprehensive settlement in the Middle East. 

We owe this, first and foremost, to the peoples of the region. We also owe 

it, bowever, to this Council as the organ on which Me&r States have conferred the 

primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. 

I now resume my functions aa President of the Security Council. 

I BOW call on the representative of Kuwait, who has asked to make a statement. 
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pleasure to me an& my delegetion tbat you, Sir, are presiding over the work of the 

Security COUACil this month. Your activities as the representative of frieadly 

Austria have been marked by your skill as a seasoned diplomat, and we are confident 

that you will guide the Council to aucce88. 

I wish also to thank my friend Uis Excellency Ambassador Mufnbengegwi, 

Permanent Representative of Zimbabwe, for his persistent efforts as Presfaent of 

the Security Council last month. Vs hope that the work of his country, a Member of 

the United Nations, in the international endeavour mandated by the Security Council 

will lend a permanent lustre to his career. 

Praise sod thanks be to God, who only cam be thanked for good fortune. Praise 

and thinks be to God. who has decreed and graAted victory. Praise and thanks be to 

God, who has upheld righteOU8AeSs. Praise and thanks be to GO& who has eliminated 

falsehood, for falsehood is bound to petiah. 

The Security Council has just adopted a resolution wboae complete 

fmplementatiorr will, I hope, ring down the curtain OA the tragedy written, acted 

and directed by a regime which was boto of WgretdOA an& which lived hy 

aggression. a dgime whose sole preoccupation wee to squsmder the great wealth of 

the fraternal people of lraq with a view to stockpiling weapoas, committing 

iaggression, practising ePgenOionr plotting colrspiteciee and buying off those of 

weak moral fibre inside a~4 outside Irag , all whi;e the fraternal people of Iraq 

grew hungrier and poorer. Despite nll this, that people could not say oAe word to 

express its hopes or complain of its wounds for fear of the torture, oppression an& 

murder the inhumanity oi which we, tAe Sons of Kuwait who have iive6 &if seveti 

months under tbe yoke of Iraqi occupation, have come to know. 
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We hope the Iraqi regime will implement resolution 666 (1991) with the utmost 

prmptness and oerfousne88 and that it will rem8tnber that the international 

comiunity, through the force8 allied with Kuwait. will accept no stslliag tactics. 

We hope it will remember that under that resolution those force8 have the nmn8 to 

impose compliance by force if it is not forthcoming voluntaeily. We sincerely hope 

the Iraqi regime will learn froan the bitter esperience it bat, iIUpo80d on its people. 
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Since tbe beginning of the treacherous Iraqi aggrsesiou against my country, 

Kuwait, your Council, backed by the entire intarnational community, rejected and 

condoms& that aggression, adopting a number of resolutiona, including under 

Chapter VII of the Charter, to put an end to it and reverse It. 

Noble international, Islamic and Arab diplomatic endeavours were actively 

pursued, and Saghdatl became the point of convergence for all these efforts at 

mediation aimed at explaining the gravity of the Iraqi aggression and its effect8 

on international peace and security. ThOSe mediation effOrt8 attempted to spare 

Iraq, Kuwait and the region the scourges of a devastation whose limits were only 

kno-wn to God. In spite of ths 12 resolutions adopted by the Security Council and 

of the very clear signals of tbe forces allied with my countfy~ Kuwait, to 

Smplement those resolutions - especially resolution 696 (1990) - that military 

force would be use8 decisively to detor the 8ggressor asd to put 8a end to 

violations of humanitarian laws, the only response of the Iraqi regime was 

obetin8cy born of ignor8sce, arrogance born of conceit, hollow boasting and 

rejection. 

T&n, as members know, on 16 January the military operation8 began. Thus, 

Saddam's policy rerulted in th5 055truction of the Iraqi strategic end military 

infrastructure. Saddam exposed Iraq to a devastation it could have been spared. 

Scwver, obstimmy, arrogance, ignorance an6 conceit reigned unabated, in spite of 

the fact tb8t atedietioa 8nd diplomatic attempt5 aevet c085ed, wltb the aim of 

aveitiug further dertruatioa of ths regioa and its re50u1ces. Foremost among those 

esAeavour8 vere those of President Gorbachev of tbe Soviet Union and the 

Secretary-general of the United Nations. In spite of all those noble endeavours, 

obstinacy and arrogance remained just as they were before the beginning of military 

operatioss. 
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Then md only .m - after the eutire Iraqi army had been defeated, after its 

remnants had teen crushed an& its war machinery destroyed, after the fraternal 

people of Iraq had begun to lick their wouada and come to discover the horror of 

their misfortune and the magnitude of their losses - was the process of yielding to 

and accepting the Couucil’s reeolutiono set in motion. We may well wonder: why 

then only?; We get the only possible answer: when the imminent danger neared the 

head of that regime and ite henchmen, then and only then did the President of that 

regime accept to yield Lo the Security Council resolutions. 

It is clear that in the thinking and the conduct of the Iraqi President, it is 

his personal security and that of his regime that take precedence over the security 

of the people. For that he has sacrificed the entire Iraqi people and its 

resources. I wonder before the Council: How many opportunities were missed by 

that regime to spare Iraq what befell it during end before the military 

operations? Kven after the forced withdraw1 of the Iraqi regime and after agreeing 

to withdraw, he still miered nuumrou6 opportunitier during which he could have 

spared innocent bloodshed in the inferno of var. But when the regime accepted, it 

did so too late: livea were lost, reeourcee squendeted, and the victim was the 

helpless Iraqi people. 

Kuwait has beea liberated, thanhs to the resolutions of your Council and the 

leuderehip of those Stotea that cooperated with my country to implement those 

resolutions. legitimate authority has returned to Kuwait in the person of 

Sis Bighners &air Sbeihb Al-Jaber Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah and his Government to exercise 

its pianaorinq nultutal ralr Ln thr px~~~~ 5f t!+t e-54 ,~ity. *= -*- aa ~--r's "I 

Kuwait are now livid- a new dawn after a very dn;k night that had settled over its 

skies for seven horrenCkus months. The various mass media have begun to bring live 

picturas of the agony and deqrastation inflicted by the usurping Iraqi regime on the 
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peopla of Kuwait and its resources , now that the complete media black-out imposed 

by that regime on Kuwait for 209 days has been lifted. During the OCCUp8tiOU, we 

brought before the Council, through the Secretary-General, the events of that 

tragedy and plunder, but the Iraqi regime aud its representatives here said that 

all these were baseless fabrications invented by public relations firms. 

The representative of that regime in Washington, when coufrontod by 8 question 

from a female Kuwaiti citizen during 8 television programme concerning the crimes 

perpetrated by that regime’s henchmen against the unarmed innocent Kuwaiti people, 

did not beoitetx of accusing her of lying. Who is the liar has now become clear to 

memberd), since for the pasr three days they have been vitnessiag the living 

pictures of statements by Kuwaitis from inside Kuvait about their suffering at the 

bandu of that regime~e executioners. 

LJow the Council knows, as we also know, that what actually took place was even 

atorb borreadous than what we had been conveying. There are more pictures taken and 

video footage shot by Kuwaiti citiaetns of the destruction which will be made 

public. 

With the return of freeBorn, vith the restoration of sovereignty and 

lagitimacy, Kuvaitis will now be able to speak about the kind of torture inflicted 

upon them throughout the period of occupetion. 
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The Prince of Kuwait. the Government of Kuwait &md t.he people of Kuwait will 

always appreciate the historic role played by the Security Council in guaranteeing 

and facilitating Kuwait’s liberation. We are indebted and grateful to our brothers 

in the Gulf Cooperation Council and to Egypt and Syria for the sacrifices they mu& 

and for the proud and manly position, based on the bonds of Islam and Pan-Arabism, 

taken by the peoples of those States on the eide of right and justice, on the path 

to a just peace. 

We express our great indebtedness and gratitude also the United States of 

America, the United Kingdom and France for the outstanding role they played 

militarily and politically and to the Soviet Union and China for their ccoperation 

with the Security Council in deterring and uprooting aggression. 

We also express our great thanks and appreciation to all the States that 

participated in the coalition against falsehood, to all the States that stood at 

our side and supported uer to the Non-Aligned Movement and the United Nations. 

All those States, proceeding from the resolutions of the Security council, 

made history - a history that will be a point of reference for posterity, an 

impregnable ohield that will protect peace based on justice and will deter any 

aggression contemplated by any aggressor , wherever or whenever it may be. Those 

States have consolidated the principles that constitute the bases of regional 

organiaatioae and the United Nations, principles that affirm the inadmissibility of 

the acquisition of territory by the use of force as well as the independence, 

territorial sovereignty and international legitimacy of Itatesi. 

~8 for those whose approach was not compatible with the principles of the 

Charter and international legitimacy, they have sent wrong signals to the 

aggressor, giving him the impression that he would be rewarded through this 

negative stance and giving him indications that he would reap the fruit of his 
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resort to force. Hence. they bear an abun&ant part of the responsibility because 

of their negative position in regard to the aggression. 

Liberated Kuwait, its people and its politScal,leadership will always preserve 

their Isl&nic and Arab traditions as a pattern of conduct. Kuwait will remain 

generous in its relations and will pursue its foreign policy in the manner outlined 

by His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Gabah , the Amir of Kuwait, in h 

statement on 27 September last to the forty-fifth session of the General Assembly 

i S 

'. 

He said: 

"The Kuwait you knew will remain, as alWays, faithful to its principles, 

true to its system of values , close to its friends and faithful to its 

obligations and commit.mente." 

His Highness also said: 

*‘We shall return to our Kuwait as we knew it, a land of safety and security, 

an oasis of peace, which embraces all Kuwaitis and foreigners living in our 

midst as brothers. Together, we shall join hends in concert and harmony to 

secure our development and progress. This will be a fulfilment of God's 

promise as tendered it the following verser 

"Oh ye who believe! 

If ye will aid 

(The cause of) Allah, 

FIe will aid you, 

And plant your feet firmly." (ulv Kor~lBVllr'l) 

"And whose word can bs truer than Allab's?" (A/4J/P\tLO.U-p&51IILd 53-s) 
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The people of Kuwait. a tolerant people, will never forget, because everywhere 

In Kuwait there is evidence to remind ua and remain deep in our minds and hearts. 

We ask for mercy for our martyrs, the martyrs of freedom, these martyrs from the 

friendly aad fraternal States who fell on the cherished land of Kuwait so that on 

that land we may once again grow the flowers of freedom, stability and progress. 

Finally, we praise and thank God, the Lord of all. 

The: I thank the representative of Kuwait for his kind words 

addressed to me. 

I shoul& like to hafom the Security Council that I have received a letter 

from the representative of Saudi Arabia in which he requests to be invited to 

participate ia the discussion of the item on the Council’s agenda. In conformity 

with the usual practice f propotxe. with the consent of the Council, to invite that 

representative to participate in the discussfon without the right to vote, in 

accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter and rule 37 of the Council's 

provisional rules of procedure. 

There being no objection, it is so decided. 

u the m of the PreeiBent. Mr. sLSau&i the a 

. 

-1 I invite the representative of Saudi Arabia to take a 

place at the Council table and to make his statement. 

wt. SflllIBBI (Saudi Arabia) (interpretation from Arabic): It is a 

pleasure for me to congratulate your Sir, a friend and a great Ambassador, on your 

assumption of the presidency of the Security Council for this month. I am sure 

that with your abilities YOU will conduct the business of the Council very 

successfully. 
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I wish to thank your predecessor, the Permanent Representative of Zimbabwe, 

for the skill and ability with which he guided the Council's business last month. 

We are grateful to him for that. 

Kuwait has been liberated and legitimacy has returned to its rightful place. 

From the Council table I should like to expreus my heartfelt cungratulations to 

His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-faber Al-tab&h the Amir of the State of 

Kuwait, and the Government and people of brother Kuwait on its liberation from Lhe 

injustice and occupation conunittea 3y the regime of a sister Arab country, which 

should have been a protector of Kuwait ena not an aggressor against it. 

We salute the State of Ruweit. We salute the Amir of Kuwait and its 

Government and people for their outstanding steadfastness. They have given us a 

rare example of soliaatity anb loyalty, the pillars of a strong nation and State. 

I express my appreciation ana gratitude also to the custodian of the two Holy 

Places, King Fahd bfn Abdulazia , who took the historic decision to face up to 

aggression, treachery ant3 deceit and to defeat the aggressors, I express 

appreciation, too, to the Saudi Government and people. 
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The territory of Saudi Arabia has become an extension of Kuwait, and we 

promise we will not sleep until Kuwait has been liberated, Hence the historic 

decision by Saudi Arabia to call OD brothers and friends to help us defeat the 

aggression. The Iraqi rigime and its President thought that the world was a 

jungle, and they used slogans to attack that decision out of ignorance. They bear 

responsibility for this plight. 

On behalf of Saudi Arabia I should like to express thanks and deep 

appreciation to the fraternal and friendly countries that cooperated with us and 

sent their sons, as we sent ours, to the line of fire to support legitimacy, 

security and safety in a region that was the cradle of civilisation and the 

birthplace of the Messengers and the Prophets. 

I should be remiss if I did Dot express my deep thanks to this Council for the 

historic role it has played in formulating a strong international position that has.--- _ 

given the United Nations and its Charter the historic place that the founders of 

the Organisation iotended them to have. We also wish to express our appreciation 

to the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar, for his untiring efforts and 

his constructive role, .a~d to express our confidence in him. 

I vented in this intarvention to express our thanks at a time when we are at 

last laying the grouadwork for- internatioaal legitimacy in the Gulf region. 

We thank God Almighty that evil has beea defeated and that right has been 

victorious. 

We thank all who supported UB and wood by UB, and those who cooperated with 

us. We will never forget this. 

We call on God Almighty for the right to return to every piace in our region, 

to PalestiDe and every other part of the world. We ho;ie that the ending of this 

tragedy and this historic lesson will be the beginaiog of aec=rity, safety and 

stability for our region and the whole world. 
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The: I thank the rspresentative of Saudi Arabia for his kind 

words addressed to me. 

I intend to adjourn the meeting now. With the concurrence of the members of 

the Couucil, the next meeting of the Security Council to continue the consideration 

of the item on the agenda will take place tomorrow, Sunday, 3 March 1991, at 

4.30 p.m. 

Before adjourning the meeting , I should like to announce that there will be a 

meetinq of the Security Council comittee established by resolution 661 (1990) 

concerning the situation batween Iraq and Kuwait at 3 p.m. tomorrow, in Conference 

uoom 7. 

I should also like to anuounce that consultations of the whole of the Security 

Council will take place at 4 p.m. tomorrow. 


